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• Remote sensing methods of explosive 
decomposition initiation is a perspective method 
to use instead of electric initiation methods. 
They allow to improve safety of using of 
explosives, reduce environmental risks and 
minimize probability of technological disasters. 
Compositions with selective sensitivity to laser 
pulse, based on secondary explosives and light 
absorbing nanoparticles, are being developed. 



• Earlier it was shown that critical energy density of 
initiation of pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) – metal 
nanoparticles reduces by more than a hundred times 
comparing to the pure PETN initiated by neodymium 
laser pulse. A significant (more than 10-fold) increase in 
the threshold initiation energy density of composites 
PETN-aluminum was found experimentally, if the 
thickness of the oxide shell of metal nanoparticles 
increases, also the influence of residual porosity of 
pressed hexogen tablets (RDX) on its threshold initiation 
energy density. 



The aim of the work

The aim of this work is to formulate a micro hot-spot
model of the thermal explosion of secondary explosives
with additives of metal nanoparticles with a core – shell
structure, taking into account the optical and
thermophysical properties of the dielectric shell, and to
test the model on practically important composites PETN-
aluminum nanoparticles.



Figure 1. Pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN).
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• The model includes processes of light absorption by nanoparticles with a 
structure metal core – transparent shell or a metal nanoparticle in pore, 
conductive heat transfer in the nanoparticle and adjacent matrix, heat 
release due to chemical decomposition of PETN or RDX with the possible 
initiation of an explosive decomposition reaction when the critical energy 
density is exceeded. 

• The effect of oxide shell or pore on the optical properties of aluminum 
nanoparticles was calculated in terms of Aden-Kerker and Mie’s theory for 
the spherical particle. Modeling methods and particularities of calculation 
of the optical properties of spherical particles with the structure of the 
dielectric shell were discussed in [3]. A new concept is introduced-the 
absorption efficiency factor of the metal core of a nanoparticle with a 
non-absorbing shell. It is shown that dielectric shell (including pore) 
increases citical energy density and complicates the transition of the 
reaction to a self-accelerating mode. The results were analyzed and 
compared with the experiment. The study showed not only a qualitative 
but also a quantitative description of the existing experimental 
dependencies for initiating explosive decomposition of pressed PETN 
tablets- metal nanoparticles with shell-core structure. The results of the 
work are necessary for optimizing the composition of the optical 
detonator capsule.



Figure 2. The calculated absorption efficiency of the 

aluminum nanoparticles with an oxide shell on their radius at 

different values of the matrix refractive index 

(1.45, 1.6, 1.75, 1.9).



Figure 3. The calculated dependence of the absorption 

efficiency of aluminum nanoparticles on their radius at 

different ratios of the core and particle’s radii.



Figure 4.The calculated dependence of the maximum 

absorption efficiency on the ratio of the metal core and 

particle’s radii. 



Figure 5. The dependencies of maximum’s abscissas rm and

Rm (at the Qabs maxima) on the ratios of the aluminum core 

and the particle’s radii (q=r/R) in PETN matrix at the main 

wavelength of the neodymium laser. 



Figure 6. The dependencies of maximum’s abscissas rm and

Rm (at the Qabs maxima) on the ratios of the aluminum core 

and the particle’s radii (q=r/R) in Silver azide matrix at the 

main wavelength of the neodymium laser.



Figure 7. The dependence of the absorption efficiency on 

the oxide shell thickness.
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Boundary conditions



Estimation of the optimal radius in the case of the metal

particles covered with the oxide shell



Figure 8. The calculated dependence of the maximum 

temperature of the particle heated in PETN matrix with 

laser pulse (duration 14 and 20 ns) on the particle’s 

radius.  r/R=0.9. 



Figure 9. The calculated dependencies of the initiation 

threshold on the particle’s radius. 



Figure 10. The calculated temperature distributions at 

different times showing the hot-spot formation. 

R=100 nm, R/r=2.



Figure 11. The calculated temperature distributions at 

different times showing the hot-spot formation.

R=100 nm, R/r=2.



Conclusion
1. A set of computer programs for the calculation of the

optic properties of aluminum particles with core-shell

structure and reaction initiation with laser pulse modeling

was developed.

2. The dependencies of the absorption efficiency of

aluminum particles with an oxide shell on their radius was

calculated at the main wavelength of the neodymium laser

at different refractive index of the medium. The shell

thickness influence was investigated.

3. The energetic substance decomposition initiated by the

metal particle covered by an oxide shell heated with laser

pulse was suggested. The calculations were performed for

aluminum particles in PETN matrix at the pulse duration 14

ns at the main wavelength of the neodymium laser.
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